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Abstract

The idle speed control problem of a spark ignited engine
equipped with camless valvetrain is considered� The camless
valvetrain allows control of the individual cylinder valves
and can be used to achieve unthrottled operation� and conse�
quently� improve dramatically fuel economy� We formulate
the speed control problem for this engine and show that
it exhibits unstable open loop behavior with a signi�cant
delay in the feedback loop� The instability is intrinsic to
the unthrottled operation and speci�c to the camless actu�
ation used to achieve the unthrottled operation� The delay
is caused by the discrete combustion process and the actu�
ator�sensor interface� We demonstrate the inherent system
limitations associated with the unstable dynamics and the
delay and provide insight on the structural �plant� changes
that can alleviate these limitations� Finally� a stabilizing
controller is designed and tested on a crankangle�based sim�
ulation model�

� Introduction

In this paper we study the idle speed control problem of an
unthrottled spark ignition engine equipped with an electro�
hydraulic camless and springless valvetrain� In contrast to
the majority of conventional automotive engines that op�
erate with a valve motion �xed to the crankshaft rotation
through the mechanical link of the camshaft� the camless
valvetrain system allows fully controlled valve events� And�
although the conventional system has proven to be conve�
nient and safe� it compromises combustion stability� fuel
economy� and maximum torque objectives� The camless val�
vetrain� on the other hand� allows the optimization of the
exhaust and intake valve timing� motion� and activation for
individual cylinder gas exchange control�

Various studies have shown that a camless valvetrain can
alleviate many of engine design tradeo�s by supplying extra
degrees of freedom to the overall powertrain system �	� 
� ���
In particular� it has been shown that controlling the intake
valve events can eliminate the need for throttled operation
in the gasoline engines and thus obtain high fuel economy
bene�ts �� �� ��� In conventional gasoline engines the largest
amount of throttling corresponds to the idle speed mode� It
is� therefore� clear that unthrottled camless operation will
result in signi�cant fuel saving if applied to idle operation�
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Hence� one of the critical steps in obtaining the projected
steady�state bene�ts of camless technology is the design of
an idle speed controller for this innovative engine con�gura�
tion�

To this end� we �rst analyze the open loop dynamics perti�
nent to the camless unthrottled operation� It is then demon�
strated that the speed regulation problem in a camless en�
gine is more challenging than the Idle Speed Control �ISC�
problem for a conventional throttled operation� Speci�cally�
the camless engine exhibits unbounded speed drop due to
bounded �even� in�nitesimally small� torque disturbance�
The instability is intrinsic to the unthrottled operation and
speci�c to the camless actuation used to achieve the unthrot�
tled operation� It is� indeed� well known in the automotive
community that �stable� unthrottled engine operation is dif�
�cult to achieve during low load� and in particular� during
idle conditions �	�� 	��� With this work we substantiate this
observation and develop the necessary framework to analyze
and control the process� Furthermore� we use system the�
oretic tools to obtain the limits of achievable performance�
Our analysis and control design is based on a mean�value
model� and the testing of the controller design is based on
a crankangle simulation model developed in ����

� Camless Speed Dynamics

The objective of ISC is to maintain constant �and low� en�
gine speed during application of loads� For a comprehensive
review of ISC see ���� In a ISC problem� the commonly
chosen control variable is the throttle angle �or air bypass
valve�� Sometimes� the spark timing and the fuel ratio are
also chosen� but in most cases� these actuators are reserved
for other engine control functions� In the unthrottled cam�
less engine we utilize the intake valve duration for cylinder
air �ow regulation instead of throttle or air by�pass valve�
Wherever necessary in our camless ISC analysis we draw
comparison with the air by�pass valve control of a conven�
tional throttled engine�

One of the idle speed control design di�culties� common to
all spark ignited engines� arises from the variable induction�
to�power delay and the actuator authority which imposes
a fundamental limitation to the closed loop bandwidth and
restrict the disturbance rejection ability of the idle speed
controller� Good fuel economy and emissions require low
idle speed which aggravates the above di�culties because it
results in longer delay� and therefore� it increases the limi�
tations on the closed loop bandwidth� Moreover� low speed



induces noise and combustion instability� To make things
worse� the driver�s perception of NVH characteristics is more
acute during idle conditions making smooth idle speed op�
eration a major customer concern�

A lumped parameter model can be used to describe the
rotational dynamics that govern the crankshaft speed�

J
dN

dt
� Tqe � Tqf � Tqd �	�

where Tqe is the engine generated torque� Tqf is the friction
torque� and Tqd is the disturbance torque� The engine and
friction torque are determined in �	� using experimental
data for constant air�to�fuel ratio and spark timing� and
zero exhaust gas recirculation�

Tqf �t� � FTqf �N�t�� ���

Tqe�t� � FTqe�mcyl�t� ���N�t��� ��

In the engine torque equation ��� � is the delay between
the mass charge formation and the torque generation� we
call it Induction�to�Power delay� I�P delay� The delay is
triggered in crankangle�domain� and therefore� it is a func�
tion of the engine speed �N�� � � ��T � where �T � ���

nN

is the fundamental engine event� and n � � for a ��cylinder
engine�

In the presence of a torque disturbance �Tqd in 	�� the ISC
task is to adjust the cylinder air charge �mcyl� and gener�
ate the necessary engine torque �Tqe� to maintain constant
engine speed �N�� Thus� the ISC depends on the cylin�
der air charge regulation which is accomplished by directly
controlling the intake valve duration� instead of indirectly
controlling the intake manifold pressure� This di�erence is
of central importance in the speed control problem because
it results in unstable open loop dynamics� In comparison to
the conventional throttled breathing dynamics the unthrot�
tled camless breathing process lacks the stabilizing e�ects
of the intake manifold �lling dynamics� Reference to the
absence of the self�regulating properties of the intake man�
ifold dynamics can be found in the experimental study by
Urata et al� in �	��� We con�rm their observation with the
following analysis of the breathing dynamics�

��� Self Regulation in Breathing

The electro�hydraulic actuator allows control of the lift and
the timing �closing and opening� of the intake valve� Hence�
the same value of air charge can be achieved by multiple
combinations of valve lift� opening� and duration� Sensitiv�
ity analysis in ��� has shown that the valve duration is the
most e�ective actuator in controlling air charge� We� thus�
�x the valve opening and lift to values that satisfy minimum
pumping losses and maximum turbulence requirements� and
we only consider the valve duration for control purposes�

By assuming a uniform in time cylinder air �ow we calculate
the mean�value engine pumping rate �F cml

�mcyl
� for the camless

engine which is a function of the valve duration �IV D� and
engine speed �N�� In contrast to the camless unthrottled
operation� the conventional throttled engine pumping rate

�F cnv
�mcyl

� is a function of the intake manifold pressure �pm�
and the engine speed �N� as shown in the equation below�

�mcyl � F cml
�mcyl

�N�IV D� ���

�mcyl � F cnv
�mcyl

�N�pm�� ���

The nonlinear static functions F cml
�mcyl

and F cnv
�mcyl

have been
identi�ed in ��� and are not included here due to space lim�
itations� Figure 	 shows the block diagrams of the camless
unthrottled and the conventional throttled engine dynam�
ics� The rotational dynamics� friction� and torque gener�
ation blocks are the same for the two engines� Moreover�
the engine speed has the same e�ects in both �throttled and
unthrottled� engine pumping rates� In particular� a speed
drop due to a torque disturbance will cause cylinder air �ow
to decrease� which if not corrected� can pontentially cause
a large transient� This is an internal feedback that exists
in both throttled and unthrottled engines� In the case of
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Figure �� Nonlinear model of the camless unthrottled and
the conventional throttled operation�

the conventional throttled engine the dependency of pump�
ing rate on manifold pressure �pm� creates another feedback
loop that rejects the e�ect of engine speed on cylinder air
�ow� This is achieved through �i� the intake manifold �ll�
ing dynamics that are modeled with the integrator shown in
Figure 	� and �ii� the speci�c topology of the engine speed
variations in the feedback loop� Thus the self�regulating ef�
fects of the manifold �lling dynamics reject the cylinder air
�ow variations before they get to propagate to the rotational
dynamics causing speed instability�

Unfortunately this is not the case with the camless unthrot�
tled operation� Unthrottled conditions result in constant
intake manifold pressure �approximately equal to the atmo�
spheric pressure� which eliminates the manifold �lling dy�
namics � By loosing the pumping rate dependency on the
manifold pressure we loose the self regulating ability of the
intake manifold �lling dynamics� Moreover the actuator is a
function of speed which ampli�es the speed to cylinder �ow
dependency�



��� Camless Actuation

The majority of electro�hydraulic or eletro�mechanical actu�
ators used for camless valvetrain development are trigerred
in the time domain which has important implications in
the engine dynamics� In this work the camless actuation
is achieved with an electro�hydraulic system introduced in
��� and modeled in ���� The valve motion is controlled by a
sequence of pulses generated by electronics circuits� Figure
� shows the Intake Valve Pro�le �IV P � and its associated
two pulses that trigger the opening� lift� and closing of the
valve� The valve opening and closing are triggered by topen
and tclose� respectively� From topen to topen ��t� the valve
moves with constant acceleration� hence� �t controls the
peak lift of the valve� By simplifying the trapezoidal valve
pro�le with an ideal rectangular it is clear that the intake
valve duration is controlled by the di�erence in the pulse
timing v � tclose � topen� As we mentioned earlier� the
cylinder air charge is more sensitive to the duration rather
than the lift� especially� if the lift is above  mm� For this
reason� we choose the Intake Valve Duration �IVD� as the
e�ective actuator of the breathing process�
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Figure �� Intake valve pro�le generated by a pulse se�
quence�

From Figure �� it is obvious that the degrees of IVD are
controlled in the time domain by the time elapsed between
the two pulses �v � tclose� topen�� which we call with slight
abuse of notation as the Pulsewidth� The pulsewidth �v�
is scheduled in time domain� therefore� the exact value of
�crankangle� degrees of IVD is a function of engine speed�

IV D�t� � FIVD��N�t�� v�t� ����

� ����
N�t�v�t� ���� �
�

where� �� is the combination of sensing and controller�host
computer communication delay� The initial experimental
hardware indicates that a worst�case scenario results in a
delay equal to one cycle� i�e�� �� � ��T �see Section � for
the de�nition of �T ��

One can see that� if an increase in load causes a drop of ���
rpm in nominal engine speed� and there is no adjustment
to the valvetrain pulse�width �open�loop system�� then the
demanded valve duration reduces by 	
�� degrees� For illus�
tration we add Figure � The solid line shows the camless
intake valve pro�le �IVP� for a 	� msec pulse�width �input

to the actuator� at ��� rpm� whereas the dashed line shows
the valve pro�le that is generated by the same pulse�width
�	� msec� at 
�� rpm� The decrease in intake valve duration
results in a decrease in cylinder air �ow� and consequently�
a further decrease in engine speed� This relationship con�
stitutes the second positive feedback loop inherent to the
speed dynamics of a camless engine�
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� Linearization

In the sections above it has been demonstrated that the
camless engine is an unstable and highly nonlinear system
with considerably large delays associated with the sens�
ing�actuating interface and the discrete nature of the torque
generation� The existence of unstable open loop dynamics
and delays in the feedback loop imposes well known con�
straints in the closed loop performance depending on their
relative e�ect�

Without downplaying the issues associated with the com�
plex nonlinearities of the system� we are focusing on small�
signal analysis and employ techniques pertinent to LTI sys�
tems� Linearization at a nominal point that corresponds to
idle operation shows that the open loop dynamics of the
unthrottled camless engine have a RHP pole and a signif�
icant delay� To assess potential di�culties in the feedback
controller design� we �rst model the time delay as a non�
minimum phase �NMP� zero using 	st order Pad�e approxi�
mation� and then� apply well known results on fundamental
limitations for �nite dimensional systems� Analysis of the
pole and zero relative location and sensitivity can be used
to assess the inherent system limitations for a wide class of
causal� stable� and linear stabilizing controllers�

Figure � shows the block diagram of the linearized model
that is obtained by the linearization of nonlinear equations
�����
��

�Tqf � kN�N ���

�Tqe � kq�e
��s�mcyl � kq��N ���



�mcyl � km�� �mcyl � km��N ���

�IV D � kv�e
���s�v � kv��N �	��

Here we should note that all the coe�cients �kxx� are pos�
itive and are functions of the nominal operating inputs N�

and v�� Using the linear� lumped parameter rotational dy�
namics in �	� and 	st order Pad�e approximation for the
delays we obtain the following open loop transfer function�

�N �
�kv�ku�km�kq��s� zu��s� zs�

J�s� p� ��s� ps��s� pu�
�v

�
s� zs

J�s� ps��s� pu�
�Tqd� �		�

where� p� � � �

����
is a stable pole due to the delay ap�

proximation� and ps� pu are the remaining stable �LHP�
and unstable �RHP� poles of the characteristic equation� In
the above equation� we denote as zs � � �

��
and zu � �

����

the minimum� and nonminimum�phase zeros of the transfer
function�
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Figure �� Linearized model of the camless unthrottled en�
gine

Linearization of the camless engine model at nominal engine
speed N� � ��� rpm� and valve pulsewidth v� � 	�� ms
that corresponds to typical idle speed conditions results in
a RHP pole pu � �� and a NMP zero zu � ���� Their rel�
ative location �zu � �pu� is not restrictive if one adheres to
the �rule of thumb� that the open loop crossover frequency
��c� should be �pu � �c � zu�� �see ��� 	�� 		��� An inves�
tigation of the pole�zero location for a range of pulsewidths
and speeds shows that the RHP pole and the NMP phase
zero stay one decade apart which does not pose a great ob�
stacle in the controller design for the speci�c experimental
vehicle we considered� Moreover� the system becomes sta�
ble at nominal pulsewidth v� � 	�� ms and nominal speed
N� �	��� rpm�

On the other hand� a brief calculation of the pole�zero lo�
cation for a vehicle with smaller inertia indicates a di�cult
feedback problem with zu � �pu� Similar di�culties were
found for operation under heavy load� Eventhough� these
�di�cult� cases are application speci�c� they indicate the
need for a comprehensive study of the relative pole and de�
lay value in order to assess the system feasibility�

� Feedback Limitations

We consider a unity SISO feedback system with a linear�
causal and stable controller C�s� as shown in Figure �� where
�N is the engine speed variation� �r is the desired engine

speed variation� �v is the pulsewidth variation� �Tqd is the
torque load variation� According to the transfer function
�		�� we get�

Gu�s� � kv�ku�km�kq�
s� zu
s� p�

�	��

Gd�s� �
��s� zs�

J�s� ps��s� pu�
� �	�

Σ Σ
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Figure �� Unity feedback control system for the camless
unthrottled engine�

Let L�s� � C�s�Gu�s�Gd�s� be the open loop transfer func�
tion� S�s� � 	��	 � L�s�� the sensitivity function� and
T �s� � L�s���	�L�s�� the complementary sensitivity func�
tion� The idle speed control objectives can be summarized
as good disturbance rejection with small control e�ort� thus�
the transfer functions of interest are�

�N�s� � T �s��r�s� � S�s�Gd�s��Tqd�s�
�v�s� � C�s�S�s��r�s��C�s�S�s�Gd�s��Tqd�s��

�	��
For the ISC problem� we set �r � �� and �	�� can be sim�
pli�ed�

�N�s� � S�s�Gd�s��Tqd�s� �	��

�u�s� � �C�s�S�s�Gd�s��Tqd�s�� �	
�

The well known result �pu � �c � zu�� used above� indi�
cates that a stable controller exists� but� it does not guar�
antee that the achieved closed loop performance and ro�
bustness will be acceptable for the stringent idle speed con�
trol requirements� Further investigation is required using
realistic bounds on sensitivity that re�ect desired speci��
cations on the disturbance rejection of the ISC� Examples
of such bounds can be found in �	��� or one can interpret
time�domain speci�cations found in ���� A typical test for
the ISC problem consists of a 	� Nm �unmeasured� torque
disturbance and a minimum desired disturbance rejection
bandwidth of 	� rad�sec� The minimum requirements for
low frequency disturbance rejection introduces an upper
bound on the sensitivity function� This bound is modeled
by wp�s� � � s

MS
��B

���s where the minimum desired band�

width is �B
� �	� rad�sec ��B

� is the frequency where the
straight�line approximation of wp is equal to 	� and MS

is the sensitivity peak� Using the interpolation constraint
S�zu� � 	 that the NMP zero introduces� we conclude that

jwp�z�j� jwp�z�S�z�j � kwpSk� � 	� �	��

The last inequality re�ects the performance speci�cation
kwpSk� � 	� Solving �	�� for MS suggests that the closed



loop system might have unacceptable robustness properties
in intermediate frequencies� i�e�� MS � ���

Note here that analysis of the feedback limitations associ�
ated with the unstable pole �T �pu� � 	� does not point to
any additional di�culties� other than the need for a stabi�
lizing controller �T �pu� � 	 � kTk� � 	 which requires
C�s� �� ��� Similarly� the integral constraints associated
with the existence of a RHP pole and the NMP zero do not
pose any additional di�culties� The same conclusion holds
even if we consider the more restrictive phase limitations
of the delay instead of optimistically approximating with a
NMP zero� These simple calculations lead us to the conclu�
sion that the open loop instability does not impose a signif�
icant limitation in the feedback design� On the other hand�
the system instability requires a detailed analysis and for�
mal ways of testing software interrupts and priorities among
tasks� Although non�trivial� these implementation issues
have been successfully addressed in production of diesel fuel
governors and injection systems�

From the analysis above it is clear that the long �one cycle�
delay due to controller�hardware interface limit the closed
loop performance� For comparison consider the conventional
engine at idle conditions� The location of RHP�zero is at
zconv � � �

�T
� �
��� Obviously the small delay in the con�

ventional feedback allows �c � 	�� which implies faster
disturbance rejection than what is currently feasible for the
camless operation ���
 � �c � ����� Advances in real time
computing and controller hardware are expected to elimi�
nate this delay in the near future making camless technol�
ogy a potential candidate for the new generation of highly
e�cient vehicles�

��� Simulation Results

A PI controller is designed for the camless ISC problem� A
	� Nm step torque disturbance is used to test the closed
loop performance because it is considered a typical large
load from the air�conditioning system� The dashed line in
Figure 
 shows the closed loop speed response of the mean�
value nonlinear engine�vehicle model� The solid line in the
same �gure shows the closed loop performance when the PI
controller is implemented in a crankangle high�order simu�
lation model� The maximum speed deviation for the mean�
value model is 	� rpm� and the settling time is less than
� sec� The closed loop simulation in the crankangle�domain
shows �� rpm deviation from the nominal and no signi�cant
degradation of the settling time�

� Conclusions

In this paper� we formulated the idle speed control problem
for a SI engine equipped with a camless electro�hydraulic
valvetrain� We showed that unthrottled camless opera�
tion results in unstable open loop dynamics� We demon�
strated using linear theoretic techniques that the unstable
pole and the controller�hardware delay impose limitation
in the achievable disturbance rejection performance of the
closed loop system�
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